
 
 
RESISTRUMENTS 
Instruments made from weapons of war. 

 

 

ARTHELPS starts charity campaign for new Ukraine location. 

 

Stuttgart/Kiew  
The media has paid less attention to the war in Ukraine recently. For the non-profit organization ARTHELPS, this is one 
more reason to raise awareness with its work on the ground. With instruments made from weapons of war.  

ARTHELPS’ new RESISTRUMENTS project is the first to be realized at the newly established Creative Hub in Kiev. A 
workshop space and art therapy training center are under construction on over 1200 square meters. ARTHELPS is 
primarily contributing the "software" here and has developed a unique training program to help children and young 
people think creatively and support them through art therapy. 

As always with ARTHELPS, the current fundraising campaign uses the results of the work with the children to collect 
donations.  

In September of this year, instruments made from war scrap were built with children and young people and that wasn’t 
all. The highlight of the workshop was the shooting of a music video for a composition by star violinist YURY REVICH, 
which was recorded with the instruments and professionally staged.  

The video will be available online before Christmas. Teaser clips on social media are already generating attention and 
giving viewers goosebumps: ( TURN ON SOUND )  

INSTAGRAM Rocket-Violine  

INSTAGRAM Canister-Gitarre 

TIKTOK Violine  

TIKTOK Gitarre 

The ARTHELPS shop offers impressive posters featuring the instruments. Every purchase of these so-called “support 
posters” directly funds the Creative Hub Project (UNHIDE UKRAINE). ( arthelps.de/collections/print )  

Creative support for the project came from the agency JUNG VON MATT/Neckar, which is supporting it pro bono. It is 
currently being planned in Kiev, together with the partner organizations Saving an Angel and Save Ukraine, regarding 
architecture, personnel, and strategy. We can all be excited about what will develop there. 
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Yasemin Lupo 
yasemin.lupo@arthelps.de 
+49(0) 711 50 47 37 70 
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www.arthelps.de 
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